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Standards 91470  91471

Part A: Commentary
Comment on the overall response of candidates to 2017 examinations for all achievement standards
covered by this report.

Candidates showed a good grounding in nutritional knowledge, well-being, and critical thinking and were
able to apply these within their responses.

Part B: Report on standards

91470:  Evaluate conflicting nutritional information relevant to well-
being in NZ society
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

• explained the impact of nutritional information on superfoods, on personal and societal well-being
• interpreted information from the resource accurately to show an understanding of the role of

superfoods in New Zealand.

Candidates who were assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

• used insufficient information from the resources provided
• misunderstood the impact of the nutritional information on superfoods in relation to personal and

societal well-being
• demonstrated little knowledge of superfoods.

 Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

• explained the underlying intentions and motivations of the sources in the resources
• used their own nutritional knowledge, and applied appropriate tools to challenge the creditability

of the information and those presenting it.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

• provided an evaluation that was logical and succinct
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• challenged the underpinning false assumptions made in the resources
• integrated the appropriate resources in their responses
• demonstrated a wide view of well-being, in explaining how the advice on superfoods would impact

on New Zealand society.

Standard specific comments

Candidates who used one or more of the following ideas, when evaluating the conflicting nutritional
information, were able to demonstrate their greater depth of knowledge:

• the use of scare tactics
• claims used that are too good to be true
• promises of a quick fix
• statements about the products’ superiority
• the use of testimonials and anecdotes
• vague scientific terms used to confuse or imply
• sensational statements and incomplete references and sources
• recommendations based on a single study
• personal attacks on reliable experts.

Candidates who confidently used statements such as “This is a red flag because...” showed clear insight
into the issue of credibility.

Candidates should attempt all parts of the question as they contribute to the single grade for the
achievement standard. Candidates should be mindful of the scaffolding provided to help them give an
in-depth answer.

91471:  Analyse the influences of food advertising on well-being
 Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

• indicated clearly the features being analysed and explained these in relation to the dominant and
supporting technique

• explained the intent of a feature, and how that feature conveyed an explicit message
• explained how the messages conveyed can influence food choice and well-being.

Candidates who were assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

• did not use the techniques that are in Explanatory Note 4 of the achievement standard
• described, rather than explained, the features of the advertisement
• lacked understanding of the intent of the advertisement
• focused on the design of the advertisement (font, colour, layout) without unpacking the messages

relating to food choice and well-being
• copied the text without explaining the relevance for the intended target audience, and wrote from

a personal perspective
• did not explain the influence of the messages on the intended audience
• did not distinguish between who the product is aimed at, and who the advertisement is aimed at
• did not address well-being in relation to the technique chosen.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

• understood how implicit messages work to persuade or manipulate the audience to achieve the
advertiser’s intended goal
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• explained how advertisements try to influence our basic needs / emotions
• understood the meaning behind the words and images, and the intent of the messages
• clearly analysed the messages being conveyed
• embedded well-being within their analysis, rather than separating out the dimensions of well-being.

 Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

• used reasoned argument to challenge the messages conveyed, e.g. assumptions made, stereotypes
portrayed, credibility of information provided, and motivations of the advertiser

• understood subliminal messages
• took a holistic view of well-being
• demonstrated sound nutritional knowledge and the ability to relate answers to “lifestyle” diseases,

when applicable
• wrote a fluent, articulate argument.

Standard specific comments

Candidates who identified the main and supporting techniques, and referred to these techniques
throughout their answers generally gained better results.

Well-being should be explained in a holistic manner for each technique, and should be embedded within
the analysis.

The features of the advertisement (eg image and words) are not explicit or implicit per se. It is the
messages that are conveyed by these features that are explicit or implicit messages. 

Emotion is often referred to when discussing well-being. Emotion runs through all advertisements, and
to show thorough understanding of the achievement standard, it is advisable to use this only once as
a supporting technique.
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